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Ah “the cloud!”



So. Many. Options.



For better or worse…



Many developers think: 
cloud === microservices.



Lot of time spent on 
domain driven design.



Looking for bounded contexts…



Defining a ubiquitous language.



Forming two pizza teams.



–Ian Malcolm

“Your [developers] were so 
preoccupied with whether they could, 

they didn't stop to think if they should.”



And that has led to 
some serious pain.
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Oops.



There are a number of good 
reasons to adopt microservices.



But there are no free lunches.



We have to consider the cost of 
the added complexity.



Does your application 
actually benefit?



Or are you just adding 
accidental complexity?



When should we 
consider microservices?



Please Microservice Responsibly.

https://content.pivotal.io/blog/should-that-be-a-
microservice-keep-these-six-factors-in-mind
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Microservices



Reaction to monoliths and 
heavy weight services.



As well as cloud environments.



Monoliths hurt.



Developer productivity takes a hit.



Hard to get your head wrapped 
around a huge code base.



Long ramp up times 
for new developers.



Small change results in building 
and deploying everything.



Scaling means scaling the 
entire application!



Not just the part that 
needs more capacity.



Hard to evolve.



We’re all familiar with the second 
law of thermodynamics…



Otherwise known as a 
teenagers bedroom.



The universe really 
wants to be disordered.



Software is not immune 
from these forces!



Modularity tends to 
break down over time.



Over time, takes longer to 
add new functionality.



Frustration has given birth to a 
“new” architectural style.



Enter the microservice.



No “one” definition.



In the eye of the beholder…



https://mobile.twitter.com/littleidea/status/500005289241108480
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Anything that can be 
rewritten two weeks or less.





Think in terms of characteristics.



Suite of small, focussed services.



Do one thing, do it well.



Linux like - pipe simple things 
together to get complex results.



Independently deployable.



Independently scalable.



Evolve at different rates.



Freedom to choose the 
right tech for the job.



Built around business capabilities.



High cohesion, low coupling…



Applied to services.



It is just another approach. An 
architectural style. A pattern.





Despite what some 
developers may have said.





Use them wisely.



–Simon Brown

“If you can't build a monolith, what makes 
you think microservices are the answer?”

http://www.codingthearchitecture.com/2014/07/06/
distributed_big_balls_of_mud.html
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Sometimes the right answer is a 
modular monolith…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbKxmEeuvc4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbKxmEeuvc4


Multiple Rates 
of change



Some parts of your system 
change all the time.



Others haven’t changed 
in months. Or years.



If parts of your system evolve at 
different speeds…



You might need microservices!



For your consideration…the 
Widget.io Monolith!



Widget.io Monolith

Recommendation 
Engine Order Processing Search

Cart Inventory Account 
Administration



The Cart module probably 
doesn’t change much.



Maybe the Inventory 
system is really stable.



But our product owners constantly 
tweak the Recommendation Engine.



And we are always 
improving Search.



In a monolith, everything has to 
move at the same rate.



Why a quarterly release?



Because that is when all the 
changes were ready.



And since we had to push the 
entire monolith anyway…



Today we have options.



Splitting them out allows us to 
iterate those features faster.



Widget.io Monolith

Order Processing

Cart Inventory

Account 
Administration

Recommendation 
Engine 

Microservice

Search 
Microservice



Enables us to deliver 
business value quickly.



How do we find the components 
that change far faster than the rest?



You probably have an inkling 
already in your systems.



Trust your gut instincts!



But it can be very helpful to 
have, well, some data.



Start with your source code 
management tool…



You can get a “heat map” of 
sorts just by looking at history.



git log --pretty=format: --name-only | 
sort | uniq -c | sort -rg | head -10



Running that against Spring…



(Not a monolith but for 
pedagogical reasons…)





Gives you a place to start.



Software archeology time!



Roll up your sleeves and root 
around your codebase.



Look for (apologies Isaac Newton) 
smoother pebbles and prettier shells.



Look for what Michael 
Feathers coined “churn”.

https://www.stickyminds.com/article/getting-empirical-about-refactoring
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Where should we refactor?



When you look at your project, 
there will be a “long tail.”



Some files are updated constantly, 
others just initial commit.



Chad Fowler created Turbulence 
based on churn vs. complexity.

https://github.com/chad/turbulence

https://github.com/chad/turbulence


There are “code forensic” tools 
we can leverage as well.



CodeScene.

https://codescene.io/about

https://codescene.io/about
















Who is working on what?







Maybe you don’t want to leverage 
something like CodeScene.



Once again we can turn 
to our SCM tool.





Last commit around the Super 
Blue Blood Moon Eclipse?



Probably not a great candidate 
for microservices then!



Find a spot that “always be 
changing”? Dig deeper!



Look at your bug tracker - 
look for defect density.



Look at your backlog. Where 
is the locus of attention?



We have some good 
candidates…now what?



The Strangler Pattern to the rescue.



https://twitter.com/martinfowler/status/483603425008304129
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Strangler Application.

https://martinfowler.com/bliki/StranglerApplication.html

https://martinfowler.com/bliki/StranglerApplication.html


In a nutshell, build the new 
around the edges of the old.



Gradually replace 
the heritage bits.



Reduces the risk of a 
big bang cutover.



Incrementally improve delivering 
business value as you go.



Able to show regular 
progress to stakeholders.



We can go a step further and 
apply a data driven approach.



What would you say the old 
system does exactly?



¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 



Odds are we don’t understand 
all the nuance of the old bits.



Leads to bugs, no one knew 
about that edge case…



What if we had real world data?



https://mobile.twitter.com/GregChase/status/938592224924725248
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Put a proxy layer between the 
client and the legacy system.

https://content.pivotal.io/slides/strangling-the-monolith-
with-a-data-driven-approach-a-case-study
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Log the results - 
requests and responses.



You now know what the 
old system does.



Drives test cases for 
the new functionality.



Legacy Monolith

Source System A Source System B Source System C

Proxy Layer

Client

Request/
Response 

Data

New Microservice



You can run the new in 
parallel with the old.



Route requests to both 
modules - compare the results.



If they match, #winning.



In they don’t, you can use 
the “heritage” response…



And then add tests to figure out 
which result is correct.



Don’t be surprised if the 
old system is wrong!



Independent 
Life cycles



Monoliths are big ships - they 
don’t turn on a dime.



But that doesn’t work today.



Always be changing.



Run experiments. A/B testing.



Respond to business changes.



Deliver in days not months.



https://mobile.twitter.com/ntschutta/status/938109379995353088
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Speed matters.



Disruption impacts every business.



Your industry is not immune.



Returning to our 
Widget.io Monolith…



What if our business identify a 
new opportunity…



But it requires us to iterate 
and deliver in days.



The quarterly release cycle 
won’t cut it. What do we do?



Widget.io Monolith

Order Processing

Cart Inventory

Account 
Administration

Recommendation 
Engine 

Microservice

Search 
Microservice

Project X 
Microservice



As a microservice, Project X is 
independent of the rest.



It has its own repository 
and build pipeline.



In other words it has an 
independent life cycle.



But we don’t just get 
speed to market.



Increases developer productivity!



Monoliths often have dictionary 
sized getting started guides.



Build times measured in 
phases of the moon.



It can take months for a new 
developer to get up to speed.



What was your longest stretch to 
get to productive team member?



Smaller scope === less to get 
your head wrapped around.



Builds take a minute or two.



Build breaks are fixed promptly.



Testing can be far simpler.



Goodbye 80 hour manual 
regression suites.



Hello fine grained tests 
that run on every commit.



Forget the one-off 
performance test.



Use the right tools for the job!



Shared life cycles put us at the 
mercy of the longest tent pole.



We are no longer forced into a 
one size fits none approach.



Each microservice can use the 
mix of tests that make sense.



Use the appropriate linting 
rules and code quality scans.



Simplifies the search 
for fitness functions.

https://www.thoughtworks.com/insights/blog/
microservices-evolutionary-architecture
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We can practice hypothesis 
driven development.

https://www.thoughtworks.com/insights/blog/how-
implement-hypothesis-driven-development
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–Niels Bohr (attributed)

“Prediction is very difficult, 
especially if it's about the future.”



Ever debate possible solutions?



“My approach will clearly 
increase conversions.”



How do you know?



What happens if you’re wrong?



In the monolith, we had 
to be conservative.



Now - we can test our hypothesis.



A/B test it!



We believe <this change> 
Will result in <this outcome> 
We will know we have succeeded 
when <we see a X change in 
this metric>



We believe adding a 
distributed cache 
Will result in faster startup times 
We will know we have succeeded if 
startup time is less than 15 
seconds



Can lead to useful fitness functions.



A/B used to be limited to tech 
giants like Amazon and Google.



Now it is within reach for all of us!



What customer doesn’t want a 
constantly improving product?



Of course for this to work…



Focus on “paved roads.”





Here is a well worn path, we 
know it works, we support it.





You build it, you own it.



Expertise grows with repetition.



Deploy early, deploy often.



You will improve.



Need to develop trust 
in the process.



We need robust pipelines.



Concourse, Visual Studio Team 
Services, and Jenkins can help.



Not sure how to create a pipeline?



Spring Cloud Pipelines.

https://spring.io/blog/2018/11/13/spring-cloud-
pipelines-to-cloud-pipelines-migration
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Opinionated build/
test/stage/prod flow.



Gives you a place to start - 
modify to your hearts content.



Independent life cycles very 
under appreciated benefit.



“That’s how we’ve always done it” 
won’t cut it anymore.



Scale Independently



The monolith forced us to 
make decisions early. 



Often when we knew the least.



For example - how much 
capacity will you need?



¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 



Take worst case…double it…add 
some buffer. Then a bit more.



Just in case.



We have a six week (aka month) 
lead time on all requests.



Lots of tickets.



And meetings.



And email.



And followup.



It was in our best interest to 
over allocate resources.



Better to have it and not need it…



Difficult to add more capacity later.



Gave us single digit 
resource utilization.



Of course not all traffic is 
predictable is it?



Matters were much worse if we 
had unexpected demand.



We can plan for a big new initiative.



But a shout out on social media 
might double our traffic in minutes.



Things were no easier for 
our operations staff.



Annual budgets make it difficult 
to add capacity smoothly.



Cloud environments and 
microservices flip the script.



Today we can add, and remove, 
capacity on demand.



We can wait for the last 
responsible moment.



Instead of swags and guesses.



Not surprisingly, the monolith 
suffered from the same issue.



There was no way to scale “just 
the parts that needed it”.



It was all or nothing.



Which again, meant we were 
often heavily over allocated.



Harkening back to the 
Widget.io example…



Odds are the order processing 
system has a unique scaling needs.



Widget.io Monolith

Cart Inventory

Account 
Administration

Recommendation 
Engine 

Microservice

Search 
Microservice

Order Processing 
MicroserviceOrder Processing 

MicroserviceOrder Processing 
Microservice

Project X 
Microservice



With a microservices approach, 
we can fully utilize compute.



But, how do we know which 
components need more capacity?



Monitoring to the rescue!



Monitoring is vital to a thriving 
microservices architecture.



https://landing.google.com/sre/book.html
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Four Golden Signals.

https://landing.google.com/sre/book/chapters/monitoring-
distributed-systems.html#xref_monitoring_golden-signals
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Latency - how long does it take 
to service a request.



Traffic - level of demand on the 
system. Requests/second. I/O rate.



Errors - failed requests. Can be 
explicit, implicit or policy failure.



Saturation - how much of a 
constrained resource is left.



Important to consider the 
sampling frequency.



High resolution can be costly.



Aggregate data.



Number of tools from PCF to 
Dynatrace to New Relic.



Spring Boot Actuator!

https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/
reference/html/production-ready-metrics.html
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Takes time to get monitoring right.



Do you even SRE?



Beware the metric that is 
easy to measure…



Might not be meaningful. Sorry.



Also key to understand 
the business drivers.



What could cause a 
spike in demand?



How does that translate 
to specific services?



Be realistic!



We can’t all be a third 
of internet traffic!



Independent scalability is a 
massive win. If you need it!



Failure isolation



No service is an island.



–Obi-Wan Kenobi

“You've taken your first step 
into a larger world.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=535Zy_rf4NU
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No microservice works alone.



Name implies as much!



Integrations are as old as software.



Often use bailing 
twine and duct tape…





Sometimes those 3rd party 
dependencies don’t meet our SLO.



They fail.



Failures, uh find a way.



Our customers don’t care why.



We can use microservices to 
isolate those failure cases!



You might already know where 
the problem code lives.



But don’t be afraid to perform 
an architectural review.



Look for failure points.



Draw up the architecture.



What happens if *this* fails?



It can’t fail? Yeah it can - 
what happens if it does?



Think through how our 
service could fail.



“When month end falls on the 
Super Blue Blood Moon.”



It is hard. We are really good at 
thinking through the happy path.



But we need to think about 
the road less traveled.



What systems does our service 
talk to? How do they integrate?



Is it a direct call? Through a proxy?



What are the SLOs?



Do we all have a shared 
understanding of what the app?



There will be gaps in knowledge.



Feature not a bug.



We now understand the failure 
cases, what do we do about it?



How should we react?



Error message?



Call a backup service?



Do we need to cache data?



Do we return a default answer?



https://twitter.com/KentBeck/status/596007846887628801
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The circuit breaker pattern.

https://martinfowler.com/bliki/CircuitBreaker.html

https://martinfowler.com/bliki/CircuitBreaker.html


Closed 
on call / pass through 

call succeeds / reset count 
call fails / count failure 
threshold reached / trip 

breaker 

 
Half-Open 

on call / pass through 
call succeeds / reset 
call fails / trip breaker 

 

Open 
on call / fail 

on timeout / attempt reset 

trip  
breaker 

reset   

trip  
breaker 



Circuit breaker watches the calls.



Once they exceed a failure 
threshold, the circuit is opened.



Redirects to the 
fallback mechanism.



Periodically checks to see if the 
service is repaired.



If so, circuit is closed.



You won’t think of everything.
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https://github.com/Netflix/SimianArmy


Chaos engineering.

http://principlesofchaos.org

http://principlesofchaos.org


Indirection layer



As an architect there is 
one pattern I use often.



Another layer of indirection.



Sometimes it is overkill.



When was the last time you 
swapped out your database?



OK, it happens…



Same basic concept as failure 
isolation. With a twist.



Now we protect our service 
from things that change.



Or things that are complex to use.



Could be a vendor dependency.



Could be something large 
like an ERP system.



Or maybe just a library for 
currency conversion.



An indirection layer isolates the 
things we need to change.



If we have to swap something out, 
we don’t update every client.



Basic proxy pattern.



Can also be an 
instance of an adaptor.



Make this US plug fit into 
an EU outlet for example.



We can also use it to 
simplify the interaction.



Many 3rd party dependencies 
solve a lot of problems.



Many of which may 
not matter to us.



Our microservice can facade 
that interaction. Simplify it.



Nothing new here - classic 
Gang of Four pattern!



These facades can also 
supply context.



Maybe a payment gateway 
needs your CHQ address.



Or you need an 
authorization token.



That won’t change call to call.



Don’t want to code it 
into every client.



The facade is a natural spot 
for such functionality.



Maybe we want to inject some 
behavior before or after calls.



A indirection layer provides 
a natural extension point.



Architecture is often defined as the 
decisions that are hard to change.



Or the decisions we 
wish we got right.



But we *know* things will change!



Isn’t this approach anti agile?



Contributes to the “we’re agile, we 
don’t have architects” theory.



You definitely have people 
making architectural decisions!



Sure hope they are 
making good ones…



You’ll know in a year or two.



“Our app has 4 different 
UI frameworks…”



🤔



What do we do about that?



Maybe we should 
change our assumptions.



What if our architectures 
expected to change?
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– Building Evolutionary Architectures

“An evolutionary architecture supports 
guided, incremental change across 

multiple dimensions.”

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=535Zy_rf4NU


Microservices can provide 
additional flexibility.



polyglot tech stacks



Monoliths forced us to 
standardize on a toolkit.



Many organizations described 
themselves by their stack.



As in “we’re a Java/Ruby/.NET shop”





Bring me a problem!



There are positives to 
this approach.



Teams develop deep expertise.



People can shift teams to cross 
pollinate and balance workloads.



Simplifies the hiring and 
training processes.



Ops can focus on the 
primary environment.



But one size doesn’t fit all.



There are, of course, downsides.



Currency is usually constrained 
by the slowest moving app.



You can’t have nice things 
because of the Wombat app.



When we did upgrade, odds 
are it would take months.



And the “new” version would 
already be outdated.



Of course very few orgs were 
really that homogenous.



A merger or acquisition === 
another tech stack.



Cloud computing removes the one 
stack to rule them all constraint.



We actually can spin up 
multiple different stacks.



Polyglot programming isn’t just 
a pipe dream anymore!

http://nealford.com/memeagora/2006/12/05/Polyglot_Programming.html
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Pick the right tool for the job!



We aren’t forced down the 
square peg round hole path.



But.



There is always a but.



We have to avoid tech sprawl.



It’s great right? Each team can use 
just the right tool for the job!



Every developer will have their 
favorite tools, languages, etc.



Teams will have their pipeline 
preferences, meaningful metrics…



Leads to an awful lot of 
ways to do a given thing.



How do we staff up? Go, Haskell, 
Java, .NET, C++, Ruby, Python?



How many libraries will we 
need to support all of that?



Can we stay current?













It cannot be a free for all.



You will need some guardrails.



“Use any language as long 
as it runs on the JVM.”



Pick from these 3 flavors. Won’t 
work for you? Let’s talk.



Focus on “paved roads.”





Here is a well worn path, we 
know it works, we support it.





You build it, you own it.



Sprawl tends to exacerbate our 
accumulation of technical debt.



The key word here is micro.



As in small.



We can debate the meaning of 
small until the cows come home.



Partial to “anything we can 
rewrite in 2 weeks or less”.



If we chose poorly - we lost 
two weeks. An iteration.



We can recover from that.



More time === more invested.



Makes us less likely to change 
course. Even if we should.



Microservices frees us to 
choose the right tech!



But we must weigh 
the pros and cons.



“With great power comes 
great responsibility.”

–Uncle Ben



You build it, you run it.



Avoid the temptation of 
resume driven design.



Microservices really do offer 
some impressive benefits.



But they come at a price.



Don’t pay the complexity tax unless 
you get something in return.



 In other words, no, not everything 
should be a microservice!



Use them were they make sense.



Use them where they add value.



If you need one (or more) of the 
principles, go forth and prosper!



If not…well, there’s 
always serverless.



😬



Good luck!



Nathaniel T. Schutta
@ntschutta

ntschutta.io
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